
Release Notes Summary R25 - Subject to Change

Ticket Number Product Summary
DEV-6908 Aria6; Aria Crescendo You can no longer use the Aria application to change a child account's responsibility level from self 

pay to parent pay if the parent and child accounts have different currencies. This may reduce 
potential errors resulting from different currency balances being rolled up together at the parent 
level.

DEV-8737 Aria Crescendo When an account’s Notification Template Group (NTG) or statement template behavioral option is 
set to Distill Message But Do Not Send, then the Recent/All Communications section in the Aria 
application will display "Not sent" for the corresponding statement entry. Similarly, the Recent/All 
Comments section will display an enhanced message saying that the statement was suppressed due 
to the behavioral option settings.


DEV-9396 Aria6; Aria Crescendo When you void a transaction using an API, the comments that you passed in are now saved and you 
will see them in the Recent/All Comments section for the account in the Aria application.

DEV-9617 Aria Crescendo This feature fine-tunes Aria's bill date adjustment calculation for plans with both recurring and 
usage services. The date calculation, initiated by a call to the API 
adjust_acct_plan_billing_dates_m , now accounts for the number of days in both the arrears 
month for usage services and advance month for recurring services. The newly calculated billing 
anniversary for both types of services now remains synchronized between the two.

DEV-9652 Aria Crescendo This feature updates the error message returned by the create_advanced_service_credit_m  API 
when an invalid value for <reason_code> is passed. The new error message specifies 
"{reason_code}" for error code 1016 (Invalid Input).

DEV-9662 Aria Crescendo When you change the rate schedule of a customer's plan instance, you can now specify whether to 
keep or remove any custom rates assigned to that plan instance.

DEV-9666 Aria Crescendo You can now import more than 1,997 plans at a time from Aria into Salesforce. The limitation to a 
maximum of 1,997 plans has been removed. 

DEV-9683 Aria Crescendo Performance improvements have significantly decreased the time required to complete calls to the 
bulk_record_usage_m  API.
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